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Faculty of General Education, 

Hosei University 
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   Here we want to illustrate some generic properties of two-dimensional nonlinear, area-preserving 

mappings, such as on the  Poincare surface of Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom, 

by means of a simple model of a billiard between non-concentric circles. Most features of the 

mapping could be well understood from the knowledge of fixed points on the plane. As regards
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fixed points, their properties are summarized in the following theorem, if we could quote it from 

the letter of  J. Ford addressed to G. Casati and M. Berry; 

Theorem: In a sufficiently small neighborhood of each type fixed point,

elliptic fixed points are stable (in general) but non-integrable; 

hyperbolic fixed points are unstable but integrable.

Specifically he  noticed the paradoxical nature that homolinic structure destroys  integrability about 

an elliptic fixed points but this same structure does not destroy  integrability about a hyperbolic 

fixed point. In the letter, he intended to take a poll among workers in nonlinear dynamics seeking 

to determine how many are familiar with the theorem and, among those who are familiar with it, 

how they resolve the paradoxes. In the following an attempt to resolve this paradox is presented. 

To do this, first we will illustrate the theorem on elliptic points and secondly mention to the chaotic 

behavior around hyperbolic points and its coin toss mechanism. We could say that the  hornoclinic 

structure around the point turns out itself to be a resolver of the paradox. 

I. Around elliptic points

   We consider a billiard moving in the annular region bounded by two non-concentric circles as 

shown in Fig. 1, whose details is omitted here (see Physica D (1982) to appear). The dynamics of 

our billiard can be described by an area-preserving mapping on a coordinate plane (2,^) where  2irk is 

the length of arc from P and s is the sine of the reflection angle. Its typical example is shown in 

Fig. 2. In the case, the origin (0,0) is an elliptic fixed point and surrounded by invariant curves 

proven by the KAM theorem and in the sense elliptic points are stable.

   The enlargement of KAM near-integrable region 

(A-region in Fig. 2) is shown in Fig. 3. The numbers 

of each curve indicate n of the mapping  T'1. In the 

case the limiting rotation number of the fixed point 

is slightly larger than 1/8. The rotation numbers of 

the invariant curves slowly decrease from that value 

as one moves away from the origin and the invariant 

curve with the rotation number 1/8 would consists 

purely of period-eight fixed points. Moreover, further 

away from the origin, one  finds two interlaced chains of 

nine islands. Between them we also might expect 

period-nine hyperbolic fixed points, whose separatrices

Fig. 1 This figure shows the annular 
region of billiard motion bounded by the 
inner circle of radius  r' and the outer 
circle of radius R. The centers of the two 
circles are separated by the distance 6'. 
Meaning is given to the other symbols 
in this drawing in the accompanying 
textual narrative.
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Fig. 2 Fig. 3

intersect transversally and contain homoclinic points. We will later mention that chaotic behaviors 

appear around them. This complicated situation is found in any small neighborhood of the  or-

igin, because there exist higher periodic points, which illustrates  non-integrability of elliptic 

fixed points established by the Zehnder theorem (see Moser's Stable and Random Motions in 

Dynamical Systems, p. 105). 

II. Around hyperbolic fixed points

   Hyperbolic fixed points are unstable by their definition, but Moser proved integrability in 

its neighborhood by establishing the convergence of the Birkhoff series transformation to normal 

form (Commun. Pure and Appl. Math. 9, 673 (1956)). Fig. 4 has a hyperbolic fixed point at 

(±1/2,0). We note that the coordinate plane is periodic in the direction of  Q. The magnified view
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Fig. 4 Closed curves represent type 0 Fig. 5 

motion and lines represent typell motion.

of the mapping points from an initial point near the fixed point is shown in Fig. 5, which gives 

very chaotic figure. Indeed, a coin toss mechanism is hidden in this chaotic property. The orbits 

are distinguished into two types, denoted by 0 and 1 in Fig. 4. In a sense, the motion 0 corresponds
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(2) 000010100111  

       for  (0.004,  0)

in the case  r  =  0.5,  8  =  —0.05. How can 

the chaotic behavior be produced with-

out a contradiction of Moser's theorem? 

In fact the mapping points are transfered 

along the invariant curves (almost hy-

perbola) shown by the dotted lines 

in Fig. 6, although the curves are written 

merely by linear approximation. This 

implies the integrability around the 

hyperbolic point. Fig. 6 also shows 

the homoclinic structure; the forward 

mapping of the straight unstable invariant 

curve  NV/ on the right of the figure 

returns to the left with waving  W2  and 

similarly the backward integration of 

reveals the homoclinic points of intersect 

we can distinguish two region 0 and 1  vv 

sider the mapping, for example, from (0. 

in accordance with Moser's integrability I 

region between two invariant curves an 

indicated by arrows. However by doing 

successively just like a coin toss. The  sa: 

a series 000010  Therefore the  he

to a libration and 1 to a rotation in celestial 

sequence of 0 and 1. By way of examples,

(1) 010100000  

       for the initial (0.008, 0)

and 

  (21 000010100111

mechanics. 

we have
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points of intersection between the invariant  curve 

region 0 and 1 where the motions of type 0 and

(0.008, 0). 

v  theorem.

and

The  san is true for the 

the homoclinic  structur

and chaos in the integrable region around the  hyperbolic point. It would require more  investigation 

for the details, but the coin toss mechanism of homoclinic structure seemstobeimportantinth 

origin of chaos in various systems.

Fig. 6 The motions of type 0 and  1 take place in the 

regions denoted by 0 and  1 respectively.

intersects transversally with the stable invariant W+1, and 

gives the waving invariant curve  WI on the right. This

betweentheinvariant curves. But we note here that 

themotionsoftype0and1 are taking place.  Con-

0).This mapping must lie on the almost hyperbola 

 m.On the other hand, (0.008, 0) lies on a shaded

 takes successively the neighboring shaded regions as 

this the mapping points occupy the regions 010  

 ieistruefortheinitial point (0.004, 0) which givesrise

 structure gives rise to the coin toss mechanism 

 )olicpoint.Itwouldrequiremore investigations 

noclinicstructureseemstobeimportantinthe
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